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THE SITE AND FORTIFICATIONS PRIOR TO EXCAVATION

Fig. 1  Sketch plan of the site showing the fortification systems.
Fig. 2  Grid plan of the lower NW portion of the site.
Fig. 3  Grid plan of the lower NE portion of the site.
Fig. 4  Sketch plan of the traces of City Walls A, B and C after surface clearance.
Fig. 5a  The external NE face of City Wall C at the Isthmus.
Fig. 5b  Plan of the blocks jutting out from the external NE face of City Wall C at the Isthmus.
Fig. 6a  Sketch plan of the traces of Wall K2 after surface clearance.
Fig. 6b  Sketch plan of the Early Hellenistic Gate.
Fig. 7a  Sketch plan of the traces of Walls N1, N2, L and M after surface clearance.
Fig. 7b  Sketch plan of the fortifications on Vigla.

THE GATE AREA

Fig. 8  General plan of Gate Area and layout of trenches.
Fig. 9a  TR3. Plan.
Fig. 9b  TR3. Elevation, south face of tower.
Fig. 9c  TR3. Elevation, east face of tower.
Fig. 10a  TR3. Section through north tower at west scarp.
Fig. 10b  TR1 tr1. Plan, north portion of trench.
Fig. 10c  TR1 tr2. Plan.
Fig. 11a  TR1 tr1. West scarp section.
Fig. 11b  TR1 tr1. Elevation, south face of north tower.
Fig. 12a  TR5. Plan (tumble at left).
Fig. 12b  TR5. Elevation, south face of Wall K3.
Fig. 13a  TR6 tr1. Plan.
Fig. 13b  TR6 tr1. West scarp section, south sector.
Fig. 13c  TR6 tr1. East scarp section, north sector.
Fig. 14a  TR6 tr1. Elevation, south face of Wall K3.
Fig. 14b  TR6 tr1. Elevation, north face of Wall K3.
Fig. 14c  TR6 tr2. Plan.
Fig. 15a  TR6 tr2. East scarp section.
Fig. 15b  TR6 tr2. South scarp section.
Fig. 16a  TR6 tr2. Elevation, north face of Wall K3 at junction with Wall P.
Fig. 16b  TR6 tr2. Elevation, west face of Wall P at junction with Wall K3.
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Fig. 17a TR7 tr2. Plan.
17b TR7 tr1. Plan.

Fig. 18a TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. Plan (1981).
18b Schematic layout of 1981 trenches in the Gate Area.

Fig. 19a TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. Elevation, west face of Wall P.
19b TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. Elevation, east face of Wall P.
19c TR4. Plan at end of 1975 campaign.

Fig. 20a TR4, TR4a. Elevation, NE (external) face of Wall O.
20b TR4a. SE scarp section.
20c TR4, TR4a. Section A-A (section line indicated on Fig. 19d).

Fig. 21a TR4, TR4a. Tomb 5 with lid removed.
21b TR4, TR4a. Tomb 5 enclosure; W. scarp section.
21c TR4, TR4a. Tomb 5 enclosure; south scarp section.

Fig. 22 TR4. Isometric drawing of trench as excavated by the end of 1975. View from north.

Fig. 23a TR2 tr2. Plan.
23b TR2 tr2. Elevation, NE (external) face of Wall O.
23c TR2 tr2. West scarp section (tomb pit for Tomb not indicated).

Fig. 24a Two-handled pot (75.773) used as burial urn for Tomb 2 (TR2 tr2).
24b Rim and handle fragment of pot (76.905) found in enclosure for Tomb 5 (TR4).

Fig. 25a TR2 tr4. Plan.
25b TR2 tr4. Tomb 1, isometric drawing of cover slabs.

Fig. 26a TR2 tr4. Tomb 1, plan.
26b TR2 tr4. Tomb 1, elevation, north wall of tomb (section A-A).
26c TR2 tr4. Tomb 1, elevation, south wall of tomb (section B-B).

Fig. 27 Plan of Gate Area showing relationship of tombs to the fortification system (see Fig. 1).

STRUCTURE I

Fig. 28a TR1. Layout of excavated sectors (TR1 tr1 through tr5).
28b TR1. Plan.
28c TR1. Reconstructed W. scarp section through TR1 tr1, tr2, tr3.

STRUCTURE 3

Fig. 29 Structure 3. Plan.

Fig. 30a Structure 3. Sketch plan showing internal divisions.
30b Section A-A. East-West section through Rooms IV and V (section line indicated on Fig. 29).

Fig. 31a Elevation, external face of North Wall.
31b Elevation, north face of Wall 1.
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31c Elevation, north (internal) face of South Wall.
31d Elevation, east (internal) face of West Wall in Room V.
31e Elevation, south face of Wall 2 in Room V.
31f Elevation, east face of Wall 4 in Room IV.

Fig. 32 Bee-hive (78.3762) found in well in Room IV.

THE Isthmus

Fig. 33 The Isthmus Area. Sketch plan of major remains above surface and location of the 1976 trenches.

Fig. 34a Plan of the Isthmus trenches at the end of the 1976 campaign.
34b Section A-A through TR1 tr1, TR1 tr2 and TR2 tr1 at the end of the 1976 campaign (see Fig. 36).
34c TR1 tr2. NE scarp section at the end of the 1978 campaign.

Fig. 35 Layout of the 1976 and 1978 trenches and plan of the excavated area.

Fig. 36 Isthmus. Schematic plan showing architectural phases.

Hill 2

Fig. 37 Hill 2. Plan showing line of the semi-circular bastion, layout of trenches and area excavated.

Fig. 38a TR1. South scarp section.
38b TR2. West scarp section.

Fig. 39a TR2. North scarp section.
39b TR2. Elevation, north face of Wall 2.

Fig. 40a TR3. SE scarp section.
40b Elevation showing the junction of City Walls A and H.

The Lower City

Fig. 41 General plan of the Lower City Area.

Fig. 42a TR1. Stone by stone plan of tomb.
42b TR1. Abbreviated plan showing tomb niches.
42c TR1. Section A-A.
42d TR1. Section B-B (Niches I and II projected forward).
42e TR2. Plan.

Fig. 43a TR3. Plan.
43b TR3. Section A-A.
43c TR3. Section B-B.
43d TR3. Section C-C.

The Lekythos

Fig. 44 Overall plan of the Lekythos and Isthmus (1986).
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Fig. 45a TR1. Plan.
45b TR1. Elevation, external face of Wall 1.
45c TR1. Elevation, S face of Wall 2.
45d TR2. Plan.
45e TR2. Elevation of door jambs (S face of Wall 3).

Fig. 46a TR2. Classical threshold block reused as door jamb in Wall 3 of the Post-Byzantine building.

Figs. 47-174. Drawings of pottery and miscellaneous objects (drawn at scale 1:2 unless otherwise indicated).
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Pl. 1a Aerial view of the site of Torone (1986) from several kilometres NW.
1b General view of the site from NNE (1992).

Pl. 2a View of Torone from Hill 1 looking north (taken in 1985 after the fire).
2b Aerial view of the Lekythos (1986) showing the Post-Byzantine circuit Wall and the 1986 trenches. View from NW.

Pl. 3a View of the site taken at sea from NW showing part of the Post-Byzantine fortifications on the Lekythos, with Hill 1 behind.
3b Promontory 2. View from NE.
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6b Hill 1 as seen from Porto Koupho. View from ESE.
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Pl. 7a The external face of Wall C. Detail of portion of the stretch as preserved at the Isthmus. View from NE.
7b The preserved stretch of Wall C at the Isthmus. View from E.
7c Remains of the semi-circular structure on the summit of Hill 2. View from WNW.
7d The line of the external face of Wall A. View from SE taken near the summit of Hill 2.
7e Detail of the masonry of the external face of Wall A near the summit of Hill 2. View from SW.
7f Detail of the masonry of the external face of Wall A near the junction with Wall H at Hill 2. View from SW.
7g The preserved trace of Wall A on the upper and middle slopes of Hill 2. View from NW.

Pl. 8a View of the middle slopes of Hill 2 showing Wall A and the terrace(?) wall perpendicular to it. View from NW.
8b The external face of Wall A on the middle slopes of Hill 2. View from W.
8c As above; detail.
8d The poorly preserved lower portion of Wall B (the line of the wall may be followed by the slight ridge extending to the summit of Hill 2. View from NE.
8e Detail of Wall B. View from NE.
8f As above. View from E.
8g Detail of presumed terrace wall (Wall D). View from W.

THE EARLY HELLENISTIC FORTIFICATION SYSTEM

Pl. 9a Lime kiln on the NE side of Hill 3. View from NE.
9b Detail of indent along the line of Wall K2. View from above.
9c Portion of the external face of Wall K2. View from SE.
9d Portion of the trace of Wall N2. View from N.
9e Better preserved portion of the external face of Wall N2. View from NE.
9f As above. Detail of the north portion of the stretch. View from E.
9g As above. South portion of the stretch. View from E.

Pl. 10a The line of Walls N2, N1 and L visible after the clearance of undergrowth. View from N.
10b Presumed tower/bastion at the junction of Walls N2, N1 and L (the line of Wall N1 can be seen in the background. View from N.
10c Detail of Wall N1 showing two blocks in situ (upper left) and cuttings in bedrock for lost blocks. View from NNE.
10d Portion of the external face of Wall N1 showing indent (the Lekythos is visible in the distant background). View from SSE.
10e Detail of the external face of Wall N1 showing two blocks in situ abutting bedrock. View from E.
10f Portion of the preserved E face of Wall L. View from E.
10g Cuttings in bedrock indicating the line of Wall L. View from E.

Pl. 11a Portion of the preserved W face of Wall L near the junction with the Hill 1 circuit. View from W.
11b Portion of the N face of Wall M. View from NE.
11c Portion of the lower stretch of Wall H shown by cuttings in bedrock to receive lost blocks. View from N.
11d Portion of the lower stretch of Wall H; single course of masonry preserves the line of the internal face of the wall, while the external face is indicated by cuttings in bedrock. View from N.
11e Detail of the external face of Wall H. View from WNW.
11f Portion of the external face of Wall H. View from SW.

Pl. 12a Detail of small tower/bastion along the upper stretch of Wall H. The two blocks in situ (running E-W) are perpendicular to the line of the wall. View from S.
12b The trace of Wall H; the summit of Hill 2 and the Lekythos are visible in the distant background. View from S.
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12c Upper preserved stretch of Wall H showing blocks abutting the NW cliffs of Hill 1. View from N.
12d South portion of Tower/Bastion I flanking the entrance to Vigla A. View from SE.
12e Entrance to Vigla A. View from E.
12f Vigla A. Detail of portion of western wall showing dressed and undressed blocks as placed between outcrops of bedrock. View from E.

Pl. 13a Detail of the corner blocks of Tower/Bastion along the eastern saddle wall preserving draughted edges. View from NE.
13b Vigla. Internal (Western) face of the Eastern saddle wall. View from SW.
13c As above. Detail showing masonry. View from W.
13d Vigla B. Tower/Bastion VIII. View from N after the 1985 fire.
13e Vigla B. Internal (W) face of Tower/Bastion VIII as preserved. View from W after the 1985 fire.
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Pl. 13f TR1 and TR3. View from S.
13g TR3. Tower at junction of Walls K2 and K3. View from SE.

Pl. 14a TR3. South face of tower. View from S.
14b TR3. East face of tower. View from E.
14c TR3. Detail of E face of tower showing foundation trench. View from S.
14d TR3. East wall of tower and internal packing. View from N.
14e TR1 tr1. South face of tower. View from S.
14f TR1 tr2 at the end of excavation. View from E.
14g General view of TR5, TR1 and TR3 at the end of the 1975 season. View from S.

Pl. 15a TR5. General view from S.
15b TR5. View from SW.
15c TR5. View from W.
15d TR6 tr1. View from SW showing robbery pit prior to excavation.
15e TR6 tr1. Wall K3. View from W.
15f TR6 tr1. Detail of S face of Wall K3. View from E.

Pl. 16a TR6 tr1. Detail of S face of Wall K3 during the excavation of Deposit type 4 (pottery in deposit clearly visible). View from S.
16b TR6 tr2. View from N after removal of topsoil.
16c TR6 tr2. View from W after removal of topsoil.
16d TR6 tr2. Junction of Walls K3 and P. View from NW.
16e TR6 tr2. Junction of Walls K3 and P. View from N.
16f TR6 tr2. Junction of Walls K3 and P. Detail view from above SW.
16g TR6 tr2. Detail of S scarp of trench showing earlier schist-constructed wall cut by the foundation trench for Wall P. View from N.

Pl. 17a TR6 tr2. Detail of SE quarter of trench. View from S.
17b TR6 tr3. View from S prior to excavation.
17c TR6 tr3. View from NE at the end of the 1976 season.
17d General view from S of TR6 and TR7 at the end of the 1975 season (TR7 tr1 in foreground, TR7 tr2 behind).
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17e TR7 tr1. View from S showing robbery pit and robbery dump prior to excavation.
17f TR7 tr2. West face of Wall P as excavated. View from SW.

Pl. 18a TR7 tr2. East face of Wall P as excavated. View from SE.
18b TR7 tr1. View from NE at the end of the 1976 season.
18c TR7 tr1. View from NW at the end of the 1976 season.
18d TR7 tr1. Detail of E face of Wall P showing cut bedrock. View from S.
18e TR7 tr1. Detail of bedrock cutting along the W face of Wall P. View from above NE.
18f General view from NW of the Gate Area at the end of the 1976 season.
18g General view from SE of the Gate Area at the end of the 1976 season.

Pl. 19a TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. View from NE at the end of the 1981 season.
19b As above. View from N.
19c TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. West face of Wall P. View from SW.
19d TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. Detail showing Blocks L and M. View from E.
19e TR17, TR20, TR7 tr1. Detail of E face of Wall P. View from N.
19f TR7 tr1. Tomb 7. View from above W.
19g TR4. View from NW at the end of the 1975 season.
19h TR4. Tomb 5 enclosure. View from NW showing stone marker in relation to sarcophagus.

Pl. 20a TR4a. To left, area of Tombs 3 and 4. View from NE.
20b TR4a. Tombs 3 and 4. Detail view from N.
20c TR4a. Tombs 3 and 4. Detail view of skull from E.
20d TR4. View from SE showing Tomb 5 enclosure prior to removal of sarcophagus lid and “Tomb 6”.
20e TR4a. Tombs 3 and 4. Detail view from N.
20f TR4. View from W showing Tomb 5 enclosure during excavation.

Pl. 21a TR4. Tomb 5 sarcophagus. View from W.
21b As above. Detail of upper skeleton from above W.
21c As above. Detail of lower skeleton from above W.
21d TR4. View from N showing “stepped passageway” to Tomb 5.
21e TR2 tr1. View from NE.
21f TR2 tr2. NE (external) face of Wall O and layer of tumble in scarp, during excavation. View from NE.
21g TR2 tr2. Detail of W scarp showing relationship of Tomb 2 to Wall O. View from E.
21h TR2 tr2. Detail of interior of Pot Burial Tomb 2 after removal of cover stone.

Pl. 22a TR2 tr3. View from SW.
22b TR2 tr4. View from N after removal of topsoil.
22c TR2 tr4. Tomb 1 cover slabs. View from N.
22d TR2 tr4. Tomb 1 after removal of cover slabs. View from NE.
22e TR2 tr4. Tomb 1 prior to removal of E wall of the tomb. View from above, W.
22f TR2 tr4. Tomb 1. View from W.

STRUCTURE 1

Pl. 22g General view of Structure 1 area prior to excavation. The pegs indicate the position of TR1. View from E.
Pl. 23a  Wall A prior to excavation. View from N.
23b  TR1 tr1. View from S showing the feature “Wall D”.
23c  TR1 tr3. Preserved corner of Walls A and C with the foundation trench from Wall C continuing S (at right). View from S.
23d  TR1 tr4 and TR1 tr2. Unworked bedrock S of Wall B. View from N.
23e  TR1 tr1 and TR1 tr3. View from N after removal of intervening baulk showing “Wall D” to S.
23f  Detail of “Wall D” from above W.
23g  TR1. Detail of the western half of the trench showing Wall B in foreground and Wall A behind. View from N.

Pl. 24a  Wall B as exposed at the end of the 1975 season. View from NW.

STRUCTURE 3

Pl. 24b  General view from E of Structure 3 at the end of the 1976 season.
24c  Portion of the North Wall as excavated. View from NW.
24d  The NE corner of Structure 3 as preserved. View from NE.
24e  North wall at NW corner of Structure 3. View from NE.
24f  The East Wall with portion of Wall 1. View from N.
24g  The East Wall. View from E.

Pl. 25a  Portion of the external face of the West Wall as exposed in TR2 and TR5, with threshold blocks in Wall 1 in background. View from W.
25b  Wall 1 and its junction with the East Wall after the removal of Deposit type 5. View from W.
25c  Detail showing internal face of the East Wall and its junction with Wall 1 (cf. Pl. 25b). View from W.
25d  Wall 1 as exposed in TR4. View from NW.
25e  The threshold blocks in Wall 1 showing portion of the mud-brick wall over the W block extending into W scarp of TR6. View from NW.
25f  The East Wall (foreground) and the S face of Wall 1 showing the relationship of Room I floor level (represented by threshold in background) to the preserved top of the East Wall. View from ESE.
25g  Lead casing in cutting for pivot in threshold block. View from above N.

Pl. 26a  Detail of the top of the W threshold block showing finishing marks. View from above W.
26b  Top of the W threshold block with the mud-brick portion of Wall 1 in foreground. View from W.
26c  Detail of pottery on floor by threshold in Room II (TR6). View from above E.
26d  Detail of the line of Wall 1 indicated by its plaster faces (the two parallel light coloured lines in the picture) and its junction with the internal face of the West Wall in TR5. View from E.
26e  Detail of the internal face of the West Wall showing plaster coating. View from E.
26f  TR5 showing line of Wall 1 (and conservator’s cutting). View from SE.
26g  Detail of fallen red-painted plaster in Room I. View from above S.

Pl. 27a  Wall 2 (note foundation trench cut in bedrock). View from E.
27b  Wall 2 showing threshold blocks and foundation trench. View from W.
27c  Portion of Wall 3 as cleared in 1978. View from N.
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27d TR15 during excavation showing wall tumble (Deposit type 3) in Room IV. View from NW.
27e Room IV during excavation showing roof-tiles on floor and the well in the SE corner. View from W.
27f Room IV. Roof-tiles on floor by the E face of Wall 4. View from S.

Pl. 28a SE corner of Structure 3. Well in Room IV in foreground, Wall 4 in background. View from E.
28b The well in the SE corner of Room IV. View from above W.
28c Dog bones in upper part of well shaft. View from above W.
28d Room V. Internal corner of the S and W walls. View from NE.
28e Room V. S wall. View from N.
28f Room V. View from above SW showing terracotta barrel oven 12.65 in situ and portion of the W threshold block in Wall 2 in background.
28g Room V. View from N.

Pl. 29a Room V. The internal face of the N Wall. View from S.
29b The E face of Wall 4 with the W threshold block in Wall 2 to right. View from SE.
29c The E face of Wall 4. View from E.

THE Isthmus.

Pl. 29d The western side of the Isthmus Area prior to excavation. View from NNW.
29e Structure A as visible prior to excavation. View from W.
29f TR1 tr2. Internal face of the E wall of Structure A and the preserved remains of the floor level as encountered. View from SW.
29g TR2 tr1. The preserved top of Wall 10 as first encountered and its depth below surface in relation to the E wall of Structure A. View from NE.
29h TR2 tr1. Portion of the “Amphora Deposit” during excavation. View from N.

Pl. 30a TR1 tr1. The vessel 12.57 in situ. View from above.
30b TR1 tr1. View from SW at the end of the 1976 season.
30c TR1 tr2. View from SW.
30d TR2 tr1. View from W at the end of the 1976 season.
30e As above. View from N.
30f The Isthmus trenches at the end of the 1976 season. View from NW.

Pl. 30g Encasing walls built around Wall 10 and the external wall of Structure A for the protection of the excavated architectural remains. View from NE.

Pl. 31a TR2 tr1. Detail of the “Amphora Deposit”. View from NW.
31b TR2 tr2. The well during the early stages of its excavation. View from above NE.
31c TR2 tr2. The well during excavation.
31d TR1 tr1. View from E at the conclusion of excavations.
31e As above. View from WSW.
31f TR1 tr3. View from SW at the conclusion of excavations.

Pl. 32a TR1 tr3. Detail of Wall 7. View from SW.
32b TR1 tr3. Detail of Wall 8. View from NE.
32c TR1 tr2. View from W at the conclusion of excavations.
32d TR1 tr2. View from NE at the conclusion of excavations.
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32e  TR2 tr1. View from SW at the conclusion of excavations.
32f  As above. View from NE.

Pl. 33a  TR2 tr1. Detail of Wall 10 at the SW scarp of the trench. View from NW.
33b  TR2 tr2. View from SE at the conclusion of excavations.
33c  As above. View from ENE.
33d  TR2 tr2. The well. View from above NE.
33e  TR3 tr1. Apsidal hearth as first encountered. View from NE.
33f  TR3 tr1. Apsidal hearth during excavation. View from NW.
33g  TR3 tr1. Apsidal hearth after partial clearance showing surface of roof-tile fragments laid flat. View from SW.

Pl. 34a  TR3 tr1. Apsidal hearth as cleared. View from above WSW.
34b  TR4 tr2. View from NE during the early stages of excavation showing tumble.
34c  TR4 tr2. Post-Byzantine pit after excavation. View from NE.
34d  TR3 tr2. Tumble between Walls 2 and 3 prior to clearance. View from NW.
34e  TR3 tr2. Detail of external face of Wall 2 during excavation. View from SW.
34f  TR3 tr2. Inner face of Wall 2 during excavation. View from NE.
34g  As above. View from NNW.

Pl. 35a  TR4 tr1. View from NW during early stages of excavation showing accumulation of stone at the E corner of the trench.
35b  TR4 tr1. Fragments of louterion base 16.47 as first encountered. View from above NW.
35c  As above. View from SE after partial clearance.
35d  General view of TR3 tr1, TR3 tr2, TR4 tr2 and TR4 tr1 at the conclusion of excavations. View from S.
35e  TR3 tr1. View from SE at the conclusion of excavations showing the corner of Structure 1 (Walls 3 and 4), with Wall 3 running under the base of the NW Wall of Structure B.
35f  TR3 tr2. View from NNE at the conclusion of excavations.
35g  As above. View from NNE.

Pl. 36a  As above. View from SW.
36b  TR3 tr2. Detail of the external face of Wall 2 showing foundation courses and first course of masonry. View from SE.
36c  TR4 tr2. View from N at the conclusion of excavations showing Wall 2.
36d  As above. Detail of external face of Wall 2. View from S.
36e  TR4 tr1. View from N at the conclusion of excavations.
36f  As above. View from E.
36g  General view of the Isthmus trenches from NW at the end of the 1978 season.

HILL 2

Pl. 37a  View of Hill 2 from N with cleared line of City Wall B in centre; Hill 1 to left.
37b  Preserved remains of semi-circular bastion on the summit of Hill 2 prior to excavation. View from N.
37c  TR1. View from SW during early stages of excavation (Hill 3 in background).
37d  TR1. External face of the bastion as preserved and stone rubble. View from NW.
37e  TR1. Fallen stones close to the inner face of bastion. View from W during excavation.
37f  TR1. View from ESE at the conclusion of excavations (the Lekythos in distant background).

Pl. 38a  TR1. View from N at the conclusion of excavations showing rubble fill close to the internal face of the bastion.
38b  TR1. View from NW showing rubble fill close to the internal face of the bastion. External face of bastion visible to left.
38c  TR2. View from N during the early stages of excavation; the islet Peristeri in distant background.
38d  TR2. View from N during excavation showing S extension.
38e  TR2. The corner of Walls 1 and 2 during excavation. View from NW.
38f  As above. Detail.

Pl. 39a  TR2. View from N at the conclusion of excavations.
39b  TR2. The corner of Walls 1 and 2 at the conclusion of excavations. View from WNW.
39c  The junction of City Walls A and H on the W side of Hill 2 at the beginning of excavations (string lines indicate location of TR3). View from WNW.
39d  Detail of the above. View from WNW.
39e  TR3. View from W during excavation showing fallen blocks as encountered.
39f  TR3. The junction of City Walls A and H at the conclusion of excavations. View from W.
39g  As above. Detail of Wall H and guidance groove.

Pl. 40a  TR4. External face of City Wall A as first exposed, with fallen blocks in foreground. View from SSW.
40b  As above. View from W.
40c  TR4. View from SW at the conclusion of excavations showing the external face of City Wall A.

THE LOWER CITY

Pl. 40d  TR1. The southern portion of the trench after the removal of topsoil. View from NE.
40e  TR1. The southern portion of the trench showing the preserved top of the Oval Tomb, in foreground, as first encountered. View from NE.
40f  TR1. Classical City Wall C in S corner of trench. View from above N.
40g  TR1. Detail of black-glaze bowl 10.66 in situ against the N face of City Wall C. View from above N.
40h  TR1. The N face of City Wall C at the end of the 1978 season. View from N.

Pl. 41a  TR1. The Oval Tomb. View from E.
41b  As above. Detail showing Niches I and II. View from E.
41c  As above. Detail showing E wall of tomb in relation to the inner stone circle. View from N.
41d  TR1. The Oval Tomb. View from SW.
41e  As above. Detail showing blocked entrance and Niche III. View from W.
41f  As above. Detail showing blocked entrance from exterior. View from E.
41g  TR2. Stone and tiles/bricks as encountered. View from ESE.
41h  As above. View from E.

Pl. 42a  As above. View from S.
42b  TR2. Overall view from NE showing higher bedrock in foreground.
42c  TR3. Wall 1 during excavation. View from N.
42d  TR3. Stone and roof-tile fragments as encountered. View from N.
42e  TR3. The S (internal) face of Wall 1. View from S.
42f  TR3. General view from S.
42g  TR3. The preserved top of Wall 2 during excavation (Wall 1 in background). View from S.

Pl. 43a  TR3. The preserved top of “Wall 3”. View from above N.
43b  TR3. The preserved top of Wall 4. View from N.
43c  TR3. The N face of Wall 4. View from N.
43d  TR3. The external face of Wall 1. View from N.
43e  TR3. The corner of Walls 1 and 2. View from NE.

THE LEKYTHOS

Pl. 43f  The Lekythos. Aerial view (1986) from WNW.
43g  The Lekythos and Torone Harbour from Hill 1. View (1985) looking NW.

Pl. 44a  The Lekythos. View (1988) from NE.
44b  TR1. View from NW after clearance of topsoil.
44c  TR1. Wall 2. View from SE.
44d  TR1. Threshold block (not in situ) found near Wall 2.
44e  TR1. View from N.
44f  TR1. Wall 1. View from NW.
44g  TR1. The SE scarp at the conclusion of excavations. View from NW.
44h  TR1. Wall 3. View from SW.

Pl. 45a  TR1. View from SE.
45b  TR1. View from E.
45c  TR2. View from NE after removal of topsoil.
45d  TR2. Infant inhumation. View from above E.
45e  TR2. Detail of reused Classical block in Wall 4. View from NW.
45f  TR2. Classical blocks reused as door jambs in Wall 3 with paving stones in foreground. View from SE.
45g  TR2. Hearth in corner of Walls 4 and 5. View from W.

Pl. 46a  TR2. View from NE.
46b  TR2. The NW faces of Walls 2 and 4. View from NW.
46c  TR2. The internal corner of Walls 2/4 and Wall 5 after removal of hearth. View from W.
46d  TR2. Detail of the SW scarp at the conclusion of excavations. View from ENE.
46e  TR2. Wall 3. View from NE.
46f  TR2. Wall 3. Detail showing cuttings in Classical threshold block reused as door jamb. View from NE.
46g  TR2. Wall 5 with Wall 10 below. View from NW.

Pls. 47-102 Catalogued pottery and miscellaneous objects (scales not included, see catalogues for measurements).
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